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ISHIR HELPS YOU RETURN TO THE FUTURE 
OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Acquire the Best 
Global Talent

Leverage Robotic
Process Automation

Optimize Cloud
Infrastructure

Modernize
Software Development

At ISHIR we believe the most talented people solve 
the most complex problems for our customers.

- CEO, Rishi Khanna 

WWW.ISHIR.COM
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Fastest Growing Company

3X Fort Worth 
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on how much we missed the way things used to be so we have 
chosen a fun play on “Back to the Future” with “Return to the 
Future”. Tonight, as we celebrate in person after a full season 
of virtual events in 2020 (except those two October events we 
were able to sneak in!) and a hybrid season in 2021, we are 
thrilled to “return to the future” to celebrate with all of you in 

You have all been part of the Technology Ball perseverance 
story and we are grateful for the support over the past 2 years 
of creative networking engagement. Through it all, thanks to 
you, we have continued to gather as a tech community as 
well as to create opportunities is STEM Education (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Math). The footprint we have 
made in the 3 years since we commenced our partnership with 
UTD is an impact story about which we can all be proud. We 
have funded scholarships valued at nearly $200,000, guided 
250 individuals through our Mentor Program, provided grants 
for tech licenses and industry conferences, hosted Hackathons, 
facilitated Networking Trainings, and more for the STEM 
students at UT Dallas. This year, we are thrilled to again award 
the Illuminated Minds Scholarship to a deserving UTD student, 
thanks to Deloitte’s generous support and we hope we raise 
more money tonight to continue to drive opportunities for the 
students who will soon graduate from university and work 
alongside us in the sector. 

When we began our partnership with UTD, we were thrilled to 
connect with young adults who were on the brink of entering 
the workforce. The short time horizon from philanthropic 

made for a rewarding formula for our community, but we have 

stage of education into secondary education and even grade 
school. We are thrilled to begin that journey with you here 

tonight as we welcome Women Leading Technology (WLT) 

to women in STEAAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Architecture, Arts and Math) and they are working with young 
women in grade school and high school to cultivate the STEM 
spirit and even usher them into their college years through 
scholarships. Tonight’s fundraising activities through our live 
and silent auctions will see us in the driver’s seat of an impact 
story for this underrepresented demographic in the tech 
community. 

So, thank you for your past support and participation in 

advance, for your enthusiasm for tonight’s fundraising where 
we will usher in a bright new “future” for the STEM and STEAAM 
men and women leaders of tomorrow.

KAREN KRYGOWSKI BRUNO
President & Founder

DIGITAL CONDUIT

WELCOME TO THE 2021 
TECHNOLOGY BALL
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Give us your hard-to-fi ll positions and 
we’ll fi nd you the right fi t. Our team 
of consultants have the local expertise 
and nationwide resources to make your 
next hire easier than you think. Let us 
help you advance and accelerate your 
business goals.

We are the Dallas
IT sta�  ng experts.

972.767.1120  |  sigconsult.com   
© 2021 Signature Commercial Solutions, LLC. 

Tech solutions steering you forward 
OP TIMIZE FOR AGILIT Y AND SPEED

spinakrsolutions.com    |   214-932-3136   |   info@spinakrsolutions.com

Technology consulting and customized digital platform services to simplify, 
automate and integrate every aspect of your business.

Quality products

Competitive pricing

Personal service

Working with us is

Quick & Easy

Swag made simple.

Presented by

Solution
Strategy

System
Integration
System
Integration

Staff
Augmentation

Custom
Development





Dear Guests,

Well, it’s been another very interesting year. In some cases, 
it’s been a year of trials and tribulations, and in others, it’s 
been a year of progress and achievements. What’s clear 
though, is that the camaraderie of the Technology Ball has 
been a constant.

Over the years, I’ve been lucky to have been able to build 
some enduring friendships that originally started through 
a business connection. However, in the past, I’ve never 
been fortunate enough to have participated in a business 
association that has also created such strong bonds beyond 
business goals. It’s obvious that Karen has created something 
very special.

The theme for this year’s Gala is “Return to the Future”. The 
message being that, as we return to in-person events, we 
can get back to the way things were pre-pandemic. What’s 
interesting though, is that as far as the Technology Ball is 
concerned, we have never stopped being “the way we were”. 
The best analogy is those friends that you may not have seen 

for a while, but when you meet up with them it’s like you’d 
seen them last week! That’s what the Technology Ball feels 
like to me. As you know, Karen’s company is called Digital 
Conduit – this turned out to be prescient! In 2020, she 
pivoted to the virtual world and through her initiative, talent 

digitally. 

As we all adjusted to the world of Zoom, we had to overcome 
the awkwardness of 2D versus 3D, as Karen puts it. However, 
the relationships that Technology Ball has fostered shone 
through, and those friends were still meeting up every month 
or so, and nothing had really changed. Of course, in-person 
events are even better; and this Gala is a much-needed 
alternative to the 2D world (and a great excuse to bust out 
the gowns and tuxedos). We’re returning to a future that 

while.

When nDivision made the decision to be the Technology 
Ball’s Presenting Sponsor, it was grounded in business logic 
and a desire to support Karen – little did we know how much 
more important than that it would become.

My sincerest appreciation to the team at Technology Ball, the 
Hosts and sponsors for the opportunity to be part of the 
family that is Technology Ball. Stay safe. 

Very Best,

A LETTER FROM OUR 
PRESENTING SPONSOR

ALAN HIXON
CEO

nDivision
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TRACEY FRANCIS
SVP of Technologies

Bottle Rocket

KERYN MCNAMARA
CSO

Aimbridge Hospitality

RAVI MALICK
Global CIO

Box

CHRIS GATES
CTO

Allstate

EARL BARNES
MD, Ent Infr & Svcs

American Airlines

RICK GRIMES
CIO

AmeriState Bank

SUMIT ANAND

At Home Group Inc.

2021 EXECUTIVE HOSTS

BRANDON POWERS
Former CTO

TONY WILKINS
VP of IT

JAY REED
VP of IT

MIGNONA COTE
Senior Practice Leader

AWS

PATRICK BENOIT
Global Cyber of GRC / BISO

NAYAN PATEL
Executive Mgmt- Info Svcs

Baptist Health

CHRIS BOULT
CIO
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hays.com

LEARN HOW TO 
ATTRACT & BUILD 
A MORE DIVERSE 
WORKFORCE WITH 
THE HELP OF YOUR 
TECH STAFFING 
PARTNER

Scan the QR code or contact Mike Kyle 
(469-906-2161) or Kevin Carter (214-
265-8564) to get your copy of the 
Hays - Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion 
in Recruitment Report today!



972.419.1600  |  info@bravotech.com  |  bravotech.com

From who we choose to lead us to our 
unique recruiting process – we’re taking 
action to build more qualified, diverse 

workforces. Let us show you how.

www.qentelli.com (214)-317-1144 / (214)-957-6636info@qentelli.com

You don't need a DeLorean to experience the future. 
The right technology partner is what you need.

The Best Way To Predict
The Future Is To Create It

imagine { } automate



PHILIP PARKER
VP, IT Solutions Consulting

CHRIS AKEROYD
SVP / CIO

RUSSELL PEARLMAN
VP of IT / CIO

AHMAD EL-KATIB 
VP of IT Services

TERRI PASON
Escalation Training Manager

KENT BARNER
Principal/Advisor 

MARCIA MORROW
SVP, Sr. Svc Delivery Mgr

2021 EXECUTIVE HOSTS

PAUL AKIN

AMIR TABEI
CIO

GERRY MECCA
CIO

DataScan

BRAD LAMAR
VP of IS

JEFFREY D. BLACKWELL
Managing Director

Deloitte

BOB RAYES
Principal - CIO

MIKE YOUNGS
VP of IT

DFW Airport
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MICHELLE RODGERS
CIO

Exeter

ALLEN HANKINS
AVP of Technology 

KEITH SADOSKI
Sr. Mgr IT Ops

KIM MORRIS
Former CTO

MIKE MARTINEZ
IT Director

Eagle Materials

JESSICA NEMMERS
CSO

2021 EXECUTIVE HOSTS

BRENT CHAPMAN
CIO

Fay Financial

DEEP SOGANI
MD of Data Analytics & Big Data

FedEx

MICHAEL BEGALA
IT Dir, Global Tech & Ent Arch

TONY CAESAR
Head of IT MANA

Ericsson

THOMAS J. SWEET
VP Cloud Services

GM Financial

JYOTI LYNCH
CIO

RUSSELL MURELL
VP, Cyber Threat Ops

Goldman Sachs

PHILIP SAMSON
Head, Market Lab Ops

Ericsson
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Trusted Technology Advisors | Storage Optimization | Digital Transformation 
 Cybersecurity Strategy | Capacity Planning | Server Solutions 

www.VisualStorageIntell igence.com www.ClearTechnologies.net

Our free email newsletters deliver the 
most crucial local business headlines to 
your inbox. You can scan, click, identify 
and achieve your business goals faster 
when we do the work for you.

Sign up for our free email newsletters 
and stay up-to-speed.
DallasBizUpdate.com

dallasbusinessjournal.com



WHAT’S NEW+NEXT IN 
NORTH TEXAS BUSINESS—EVERY DAY
WWW.DALLASINNOVATES.COM

Simplify your
data center support
Flexible solutions, significant cost-savings 
and user-friendly service

serviceexpress.com | 844.734.6833



AMY EVINS
CIO Advisory Solutions

RUSTY KENNINGTON
CIO

AJAY PATEL
VP, Business & Tech Svcs

Mary Kay

BJ MEYER
CIO

Higginbotham

HEIDI (DIAL) COX
CIO

HKS, Inc.

HERVÉ DE LA SAYETTE
Global head of ERP Transformation 

REY BALDERAS
Director of IT

Integrated Real Estate

2021 EXECUTIVE HOSTS

JOEL WOLFE
VP - Technology

TREY SMITH
Former CIO

MANI JONNALAGADDA
Former VP Digital Product Mgmt

AARON RUNDALL
Head of IT Infrastructure

WANDA CATOE
VP IT Applications

BOB KERR
IT Director

GERTRUDE VAN HORN
CIO
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ALAIN SAMSON
Director, Member Support
Planning & Analytics

MIKE ANDERSON
CDO/CIO

NetSkope

DIRK MAIWALD
Director of IT

AMY CZUCHLEWSKI
VP of Engineering

Noggin

JAN ROSS
CIO

BARRY SHURKEY
CIO

ED ROBBEN
Former Interim CIO

2021 EXECUTIVE HOSTS

KEVIN SCOTT
Head of Technology

DAN REYERO
Former SVP IT

TIM COLLINS
Senior Director of IT

LARRY FREED
CIO

MIKE SANTIMAW
SVP, CIO

BABU NAGAPPAN
AVP DevOPS

ERIC HELMER
SVP and CTO

Rimini Street
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Making a 
di  erence
Deloitte is proud to support the  
2021 Technology Ball Gala and those
that make our community brighter.

www.deloitte.com
Copyright ©2021 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

Digital Security, 
everywhere you need it.

Protect the possibilities with Fortinet.

www.fortinet.com



First-Class Technology and Reliable Support
Align your organization with Sharp, a global technology leader at the forefront of the smart office revolution. At 
Sharp, we strive to exceed customer expectations through local, caring support and addressing enterprise 
business technology needs from the lobby to the network and beyond. 

Contact your Dallas Sharp office to learn more about our National Account Programs 
and SMART Office Solutions!

Laura Conard | 214-632-6657 | Laura.Conard@Sharpusa.com  
Brittany Byers | 402-533-3192 | Brittany.Byers@SharpUSA.com

Cheryl Bevelle-Orange, Managing Director of IT at FedEx

Rachel V. Smith, VP Portfolio & Strategic Execution at McKesson

Shanthi Rajaram, CEO at Amazech Solutions

WE BELIEVE IN

EXCELLENCE &

INNOVATION

SEI is proud to sponsor the 2021 

Woman in Technology Luminary Award, 

recognizing an outstanding female 

technology leader who serves as a 

leading light to those around her.

 

SEI is a management and technology 

consulting firm committed to solving 

clients' most complex challenges.

 

SEI's 100% employee-owned structure 

promotes a culture of equity and 

inclusion while maximizing client value.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE

2021 WOMAN IN TECHNOLOGY

LUMINARY AWARD FINALISTS

sei.com



JOHN RAGSDALE
VP of IT

US Eye

CHRIS ANDREWS
CIO

Smoothie King

JOSHUA SPENCER
AVP & CTO

KEVIN CHRIST
Board Member

Management (SIM)

CHRIS NCHOPA-AYAFOR
CIO

CAROL WEAVER
SVP, IT Risk

BOB BARKER
Project Manager, IS PMO

2021 EXECUTIVE HOSTS

JEFFREY DINARD
CIO

MATTHEW ANDERS
Tech Consulting Prog Mgr

TANWEER SURVE
Tech CTO (Cloud) - Control Sr. 

Wells Fargo

CAREN SHIOZAKI
CIO & EVP

J.D. STOTTS
CIO

VAL KING
VP of IT

CRAIG CARTER
VP of Innovation & Tech

Mary Kay
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Dear Guests, 

great teacher. We learned new things. We are more agile, 
more comfortable with the online media and yes, we have 
harnessed the power of technology in ways we never 
imagined.  

UT Dallas decided to come back to campus, with a brief 

and faculty to transition back to an in-person environment. In 
this journey together in the last 18 months, that in multiple 
ways threatened our health, we are indebted to our frontline 
workers who work tirelessly to ensure that people who were 

their gratitude to the IT industry and people involved with 
maintaining the infrastructure and the services for a job well 
done! Through this letter, I want to take that opportunity to 
thank you all.

Like always, you ensured that our students were not left 
behind. For them this was one of the most challenging 
times ever as they had to create a world of theirs with 
everyone in it, but through the lenses of their cameras and 
an online meeting experience. The mentoring program 
didn’t stop because of you all, and that my friends is a great 
achievement. Students connected with you all on a regular 

basis and in many cases, it helped them keep sane, feel 
better and keep their focus on learning and growing. You 
all did this, despite your own professional and personal 
responsibilities in these tough times. I would encourage you 
all to read the success stories on LinkedIn by searching for 
#techballmentoring

The Information Systems Area at UT Dallas comprises of more 
than 2,800 students spread across 4 of the top programs in 
the country – Two Graduate Programs in Business Analytics 
and IT Management and Two Undergraduate program in 
IT and Systems and the newly launched Business Analytics 
program. With close to 10% of the students of the university 
in these programs, our students are invested in every area of 
IT and Technology.

Our relationship with Technology Ball and all of you simply 
deepens every year. This year yet again we were able to 
bring in some of you into my Digital Consulting class, which 

were able to work on semester long projects that not only 
shaped the way they learn new things, but also augmented 
their experience as a student. 

To sum it up, I would like to congratulate all of you for leading 
the way- in your professional and personal capacities. Your 
leadership, mentorship, support and care for us at UT Dallas 
says a lot about what the Industry and the Academia can 
do together. As we roll into 2022, I urge you all to join us in 
making this partnership Bigger, Brighter and Stronger!  

In your service 

Gaurav Shekhar 

Professor/Tech Ball Liaison – UT Dallas and Your Biggest Fan!

A LETTER FROM 
OUR STEM PARTNER
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We are excited to connect with you all on a variety of
fronts. If you are interested to work on any of the areas
listed below, feel free to contact me. We are also open to
new ideas.

Competitions and Judging opportunities
Research (Top ranked researchers in IT)
Capstone Projects
Guest Lectures
Adjunct Teaching
Industry sponsored projects
Internships/Full time jobs
Certifications
Corporate Cohort Degree Programs

Director, Graduate Business Analytics Program
Assistant Professor of Instruction
Gaurav.Shekhar@utdallas.edu | 972 883 5147

Masters of Science – Business Analytics
Masters of Science – Information Technology and Management

Bachelors of Science – Information Technology and Systems
Bachelor of Science – Business Analytics
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Digital Consulting Project is a Graduate course taught by Professor Gaurav
Shekhar. The students learn about Consulting frameworks, methodologies,
etc. They also get a chance to work with Industry partners on live projects.
Sponsors are not required to hire the students right away. However this is a
great chance for them to lookout for talent, who they can hire after the
semester. The course was launched in Fall 2019 and has already engaged 46
companies since then.

The Jindal School of Management 
launched the version of 
its very successful Graduate Business 
Analytics program. The coursework is 
focused on Data Science. 

Focused on Data Science

Tailored for Working Professionals

For more information, contact the 
UTD Liaison for Technology Ball, 

gaurav.shekhar@utdallas.edu or visit 
jindal.utdallas.edu/baonline
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The Information Systems Area conducts the training 
and certification program for students in ITIL 4 
Foundation, a framework intended to help information 
technology workers meet and align IT with other 
company needs. This is OPEN TO EVERYONE.

The Technology Ball – UT Dallas mentoring 
program is now in its 7th semester with 
more than 100 students benefitting from 
the program. As part of the program, 
students get mentored on a 1:1 basis by an 
industry sponsor who spends anywhere 
from 15-45 minutes every week. The 
students capture their reflections through 
LinkedIn articles. Look for 
#techballmentoring on Linkedin

Contact Karen Bruno 
Karen@technologyball.com

Business Need of ITIL 4
The Four Dimensions of 
Service Management
ITSM
Service Value Chain
Service Value System
Seven ITIL Guiding Principles
Introduction to ITIL Practices

hours of instructor-led 
training

sample test papers
ITIL 4 Foundation 

Certification Voucher
complimentary voucher 

for remote proctoring

jindal.utdallas.edu/itil

Email Gaurav Shekhar (Gaurav.Shekhar@UTDallas.edu) 23



Greetings!

It has been interesting to witness the world as it “reopens” 
and rebounds from events that have rocked it over the past 
couple of years. It is not uncommon for conversations to 
touch on how we are now viewing and respecting our time, 
relationships, conveniences, decisions, wealth … our health. 
A word that often emerges is “resilient.” We as individuals, 
and as a world, have learned we are stronger than we ever 
imagined, and that we are far more capable than we may 
have ever deemed ourselves to be. The strength has been 
in us all along, and this pandemic—along with numerous 
other deeply impactful challenges—have only shown us 
we know how to overcome and to thrive. The technology 
industry leads the way in this forward-thinking mindset, and, 
for Women Leading Technology, these ideologies have come 
together in very real and relatable ways.

Through our commitment to shift paradigms and encourage 
advancements in the education and careers of girls and 
women in STEAAM (science, technology, engineering, 
architecture, the arts, and math), we have challenged 
ourselves to reexamine our systems and processes. 
Alignment with like-minded organizations and partners like 
Tech Ball have proven paramount as we have embraced 
new and innovative ways to remain connected and to deliver 
programs and resources that move our mission forward—a 
mission that stands parallel to Tech Ball’s dedication to 
enrich the lives of youth through STEM education. It is an 

relationship with the Tech Ball Community has evolved from 

to now thrive in a position where I am leading an organization 
that is rooted in servant leadership, one where we are driven 
by a passion to give back and to pay it forward.

In the short time since WLT formed in 2019, it increased its 
membership base to nearly 600, and has successfully hosted 

and STEAAM initiatives, including the funding of scholarships 
to send deserving girls to STEM education camps. The work 

at WLT was also the catalyst for the formation of a STEAAM 
education program where girls of all ages are presented with 
opportunities to engage in hands-on science experiences. 
The Tech Ball community has understood WLT’s work and 
continues to provide us with ideas and inspiration to spur 
innovation and create larger and more impactful circles of 
service for girls and women within the tech industry.

partnership will play an integral role in WLT’s strategies for 
expanding our reach to amass a larger audience of girls and 

and STEAAM opportunities. Through Tech Ball we can also 
connect with a larger audience of those who support our 
endeavors. Together, we will continue to rebound and remain 
resilient in our causes, while reopening our minds to new 
senses of normal. By doing so, we hope to reinforce tech’s 
capacity to make the world a better place for all.

With service,,

Kelly Flowers

Founder and CEO, Women Leading Technology

A LETTER FROM 
OUR STEAAM PARTNER
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Women Leading Technology  

WLT CEO Kelly Flowers created the organization to
give more deserving girls and women an
opportunity to experience and play larger roles in
science, technology, engineering, architecture, the
arts, and math (STEAAM). She and its members are
creating a circle of service that promotes pathways
to success while encouraging bonding through
sisterhood. Servant leadership and fun are at the
heart of all WLT events and initiatives. To learn
more, visit . 

WLT's Masquerade
Gala raises funds for
STEAAM education 

Members of theMembers of the
Women LeadingWomen Leading

TechnologyTechnology
Executive BoardExecutive Board

WLT's 2021 Gala Sponsors

Proceeds from Women Leading
Technology's annual gala benefit
the Young Women's Preparatory
Network and the Girl Scouts of
Northeast Texas, where girls
attend STEM camps. Save the
date! The next gala takes place
April 30, 2022. Email
info@womenleadingtechnology.
org to sponsor.  



PICKING UP
STEAAM

The WLT STEAAM Experience has partnered with
Women Leading Technology to offer an al l-gir ls
STEAAM program. It recently launched with two
chemistry workshops for gir ls in K-6. 
 
STEAAM Experience Founder Kel ly Flowers was
overjoyed to see the young ladies taking part in the
All  About Chemistry Day. "Witnessing these
sweethearts get excited about science absolutely
warmed my heart. This is what it is al l  about for us:
offering opportunities for gir ls to get involved with
science at an early age so they understand that
STEAAM can be a part of their future." 
 
Experience Co-Founder Tiffany W. Evans was also
thri l led with the outcomes. "We wanted to create an
environment where gir ls could experience chemistry
in a fun way while learning scientif ic principles," she
says. "I  feel l ike we accomplished that with the
sl ime and lava experiments. We al l  had a great time,
and the students were eager for the next classes.
Mission accomplished!"
 
While Flowers and Evans are pleased with the
launch, they are eager to continue exposing gir ls to
hands-on experiences, the next of which wil l  center
on architecture. A local woman architect wil l  lead
workshops where young ladies wil l  bui ld model
homes while learning architectural design principles. 
 
To learn more about The WLT STEAAM Experience
and its upcoming classes, including the architecture
workshops, visit www.wltsteaamacademy.com.
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WLT Full STEAAM Ahead

ESTEAAM Magazine

PODCAST

MAGAZINE

NEWSLETTER



THANK YOU TO OUR 2021 AUCTION DONORS!
Doctor Adean Kingston 
Dermatology
Chris Akeroyd
Sumit Anand
Mike Anderson
Chris Andrews
Argyle Tasting House 
Bam Beauty Bar
Bob Barker
Kent Barner
Earl Barnes
BENDT Distilling Co.

Benihana
Pat Benoit
Herb Billings
Billy Bob’s Texas
Rainie Bishop
Kristy Bonner
Chris Boult
Tony Caesar
Craig Carter
Castle Hills Taekwondo

Brent Chapman
Kevin Christ
Erin Cockrill 
Heidi Cox
Dallas Arboretum
Dallas Chamber Symphony
Dallas Museum of Art
Dallas Summer Musicals
Dallash
Defender Outdoors

Dream Dinners
DryBar
18 8 Fine Men’s Salon 
Enchanted Fairies
Epic Waters Indoor Waterpark
Amy Evins
Fort Worth Zoo
Fossil Rim Wildlife Center
GiGi New York
Grand Spa
Rick Grimes
Haynsworth Photography

Thank You to Our 
2021 Executive Hosts 

& Sponsors

The Technology Ball Team thanks our
2021 Executive Hosts & Sponsors

 for their support of our STEM and
STEAAM education causes with

The University of Texas at Dallas 
and Women Leading Technology.

Technology Ball is made possible by
the Executive Hosts & Sponsors 

participating in our series of events!

Herrada Printing, Inc. 
J. Hilburn
Rusty Kennington
Kenny’s Wood Fired Grill
Kenny’s Burger Joint
La Tarte Tropézienne
Lakewood Candle Co.
Brad Lamar
Lone Star Park at Grand Prairie
Ravi Malick
Gerry Mecca
Kim Morris
Marcia Morrow
Natrual Bridge Caverns
Jessica Nemmers
NRH2O Family Water Park
Terri Pason
Ajay Patel
Chris Poinsatte
John Ragsdale
Bob Rayes
Rent-A-Center
Jan Ross

Aaron Rundall 

Mike Santimaw
Sauce Pizza & Wine
Barry Shurkey
SouthFork Ranch
Spa in the City
Susan Posnick Cosmetics
Terilli’s
The Lash Lounge Plano
The Texas Beer Bus
Tower Club Dallas
TX Whiskey
Gertrude Van Horn
Vestals Catering
Carol Weaver
William Chris Vineyards
Tony Wilkins
Joel Wolfe
Woodhouse Day Spa Plano
YOLK
Mike Youngs
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